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This article presents a semantic indexing software system which uses natural language processing (NLP) techniques to understand documents related to cybersecurity. The purpose of this solution is to facilitate the cybersecurity documentation process as well as increasing cybersecurity awareness. The solution automatically collects documents related to cybersecurity available on the internet, keep relevant data, perform a cognitive analysis and enrich the documents, store the annotated documents and offer the possibility to access them according to users' choices. The paper describes the components of the system, the methods, technologies and tools proposed in order to implement the system. The solution includes a domain ontology and a machine learning (ML) model specialized in cybersecurity as well as a scraper to automatically download relevant data.
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1 Introduction
The speed of IT evolution, the constant changes of software technologies, tools or even paradigms bring many benefits to organizations and society in general, but they also bring challenges related to cybersecurity. These challenges can be considered from two perspectives: (1) technology is increasingly present in people's lives, hence the potential dangers intensify, (2) the volume of information and measures necessary to ensure an acceptable degree of cybersecurity is increasing, and specialists have difficulties in keeping up.

In order to maintain the managed systems properly configured and protected, the specialists are required to follow numerous sources of information on a regular basis. This process is proving to be a difficult task in practice, therefore facilitating the access to information could contribute to improving cybersecurity. Thus, this paper describes a semantic indexing solution which facilitate the information process.

In the literature review, various studies discussing solutions to improve the cybersecurity information process were identified. Article [1] recognizes the general increase of cyberattack surface and discusses about the necessity of information sharing systems. A study of the main cybersecurity information sharing papers is performed and 82 relevant articles are identified and analyzed. Several papers discuss about using semantic tools to modeling cybersecurity domain, such as [2] and [3].

In paper [4] the authors selected 25 cybersecurity experts, collected over 70.000 of their Tweets and used analytics techniques to create a thesaurus on cybersecurity. By modeling the cybersecurity domain, such solutions can perform cognitive analysis and extract relevant information. Paper [5] presents a prototype system which collects and analyze cybersecurity related information posted on Twitter. Our work has a similar approach, but is not based only on information available on Twitter, it collects any relevant cybersecurity data available online.

A software system designed to facilitate cybersecurity information is described in detail. Its purpose is to automatically monitor the latest information relevant to cybersecurity, to filter them and to present them in an organized and structured manner according to the users' needs. The system automatically collects text data, analyzes it using NLP algorithms and stores the relevant documents on-
Afterwards, the documents are annotated and semantically indexed. The annotated documents are available on a platform where the users can make semantic searches. The study is based on the author’s PhD thesis, [6].

Section 2 illustrates the four-level architecture of the system and describes its components. Further sections detail each level, by discussing methods, technologies and tools necessary for implementation. Section 3 describes aspects about collecting data automatically from the internet. Custom-made web scrapers are used and a scraping solution implemented by us is presented. Section 4 discusses about cognitive analysis solutions for cybersecurity documents. An ontology and a ML based NLP model were developed. Section 5 presents databases designed to store documents annotated with semantic data and describe a solution we implemented. A cybersecurity web platform containing annotated documents is presented in section 6. On this platform, users could consult relevant information and perform both syntactic and semantic searches.

2 The Architecture
This section display an overview of the proposed system. The architecture of the system is presented, along with a brief description of every level. Further sections detail each level. The architecture was built based on the following functional requirements: (1) automatic collection of data relevant to cybersecurity from the internet, (2) data analysis and semantic annotation through NLP tools, (3) storing the relevant documents along with semantic metadata, (4) presentation of the relevant data according to the users’ options. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the semantic indexing solution.

Tier 1 architecture involves automatically collecting data related to cybersecurity. Data consists in text documents or HTML pages extracted from the internet. Custom web scrapers are developed and used in order to continuously download data with high potential of being relevant. At this stage, information such as content, author, date, tags or...
metadata are extracted and saved in JSON files. The first two levels are connected through a REST API which facilitates the change of JSON files. Tier 2 performs data mining on the collected data. We propose the use of a ML based NLP service and a domain ontology. The main purposes of the NLP model are to assess a confidence score to the documents and enrich them with semantic annotation. Each data set has a relevance indicator attached, therefore we can set a threshold so only the documents with an indicator value over the threshold are kept and passed to the next level.

At level 3, annotated data is stored in NoSQL databases. The datastore needs to be scalable, so it is able to manage large volumes of data (up to millions of documents). A database with annotated documents is required, along with a database management system (DBMS).

Tier 4 deals with the presentation of the results. A web platform is proposed, where users can filter the documents and perform searches based on syntactic and semantic options. Within it, users can search for ideas, relations, entities and concepts. The web application can also be developed to provide e-learning facilities.

Below, each level is described in detail and technical solutions are proposed.

3 Data collection

Within level 1 of the architecture, relevant data is collected automatically. Most of the sources indicated do not have fetching possibilities through APIs, which is why scraping applications are developed and used. Since our solution is required to handle and store large volumes of data, it is important to start the filtering process from the tier 1 and eliminate noise as much as possible. Therefore, the web crawlers and scrapers used are designed to search only for cybersecurity information. Two approaches are taken into account. The first one consists in using a semantic crawler, which chooses which pages to index and which not, by using ontologies or dictionaries. After the crawler selects relevant pages, the scraper downloads data from that pages. This approach is necessary when we want to extract particular data from multi-purpose websites. The second approach is to pre-select relevant websites and use custom-made scrapers to extract data. Its main advantage consists in the fact that the complexity of the crawler is reduced. For our system we consider the second approach to be good enough.

A pre-selection of relevant cybersecurity websites was conducted. In this regard, we are consulting dozens of cybersecurity professionals to find out which are their sources of information. Such a website, which was mentioned by more than 75% of the specialists consulted so far is https://packetstormsecurity.com/. Figure 2 illustrates the source code of a spider which automatically collects data from the website mentioned above.

This process was performed using the Scrapy framework. Scrapy is an open-source application used for automatically accessing websites and extracting unstructured data. Originally designed as a scraper, it can also be used to extract data using APIs or as a general-purpose web crawler [7]. We created a web spider for each of the websites from which data is downloaded. The data of interest is set through the selectors or xpaths.

import scrapy
class PacketStorm(scrapy.Spider):
    name = "packetone"
    start_urls = ["https://packetstormsecurity.com/files"]
    def parse(self, response):
        packet = response.xpath('///*[@class="file"]')
        for pack in packet:
            yield {...}
The scraper is configured to automatically browse page by page until there are no more pages available. The xpath of the next page is stored in the variable absolute_next_page_url. The downloaded data is structured into the following categories: title, summary, full text, date, tags and page URL. We downloaded approximately 120,000 posts and saved the data to JSON or JSON-LD files. Figure 3 illustrates a screenshot of a JSON document that contains data collected from https://packetstormsecurity.com/.

4 Data Mining
Once downloaded, two operations are necessary. The first consists in assessing a confidence score for each document in order to choose what to pass to the datastore and what to delete. The second consists in annotating the relevant document with semantic data. Various NLP solutions can be used. For our approach we propose a ML based NLP solution and an ontology. In paper [8], we described an extensive ML based NLP model which is suitable for the architecture proposed in this article. Also, we develop a prototype called Cybersecurity Analyzer, available at [9], which can perform named entity recognition (NER) and relation...
extraction to cybersecurity related documents. Also, it associates confidence scores to each document.

Both rule-based or ML approaches can be used. There are several articles that discuss the differences between rule-based and ML based NLP approaches, such as [10], [11] or [12]. For our system, we consider ML approaches to be preferred over the rule-based ones. The need to use ML tools comes from the limitations of rule-based models. Using ML algorithms, a properly trained model has two major advantages: (1) it can identify new instances, which have not been previously defined through dictionaries, (2) it can identify new surface forms of previously defined instances.

Choosing the best ML based NLP services

Globally, the leading cloud service providers are Amazon, Microsoft, Google and IBM. All four companies have also developed ML platforms-as-a-service. Amazon Machine Learning [13], Azure Machine Learning Studio [14], Google Cloud AutoML [15] and IBM Watson [16] are ML-as-a-service cloud solutions that provide full platforms for rapid model preparation and deployment. Although these companies offer ML solutions for various areas, from the perspective of our study only ML solutions for NLP are of interest. Article [17] illustrate a detailed comparison between the four NLP cloud services provided by the platform mentioned above.

The main services that we considered important for the development of the cognitive analysis solution described in this paper were: NER, relations extraction, sentiment analysis, intention analysis, personality analysis, syntactic analysis, POST, extracting key phrases, extracting topics, and extracting metadata. Based on these functional requirements, it was decided to use the cloud NLP solutions provided by IBM. The services provided by the IBM Watson suite of applications meet all functional requirements.

In our study [8], we described in full detail the development of a domain ontology and of a ML based NLP model for cybersecurity. First, an ontology which contained 18 types of classes and 33 types of relations was created. The ontology structure was later used and implemented in a ML model, developed in IBM Watson Knowledge Studio [18]. Using this service, the following processes were realized:

• the implementation of a NLP based on ML model;
• the training of the model;
• the integration of Watson Knowledge Studio with other services;
• the calculation of the model's performance indicators in order to analyze and improve it.

The model was tested and improved until the performance indicators were considered satisfactory. Once a reliable model was developed in Watson Knowledge Studio, it was connected to Watson Discovery [19], a cloud service that allows the use of NLP services with ML components. The model was trained with documents totaling over 300,000 words and regular performance evaluations were performed. F1 score, precision and recall indicators were considered [20]. The F1 score obtained for NER, the main functionality, was 0.88, which showed the model's validity. Once the ML model is trained, it performs cognitive analysis on the documents. Uploaded data is automatically annotated by the model, returning additional information such as:

• metadata about entities and the classes to which the entities belong;
• the relations between the entities identified;
• confidence coefficients for each entity and relation identified, as well as for each document;

The decision to store or not a document is based on its confidence coefficient. The relevant documents are saved in JSON files along with their annotations and passed to the datastore.

5 Data storage

Tier 3 of the architecture deals with the management of the relevant documents. For this purpose, the use of document-based NoSQL databases is recommended. The functional requirements within this level are:

• storage of large volumes of data consisting
of JSON documents;
• development of functionalities that interpret the annotations associated with documents by the NLP model;
• development of functionalities that offer the possibility of conducting queries based on the enriched documents;
• development of APIs through which the datastore can be connected with a NLP solution and with a web interface.

In order to implement the level 3 components, two solutions are proposed, MongoDB, which is open-source and IBM Watson Discovery which is commercial.

In order to reduce the costs, we consider MongoDB to be the most suitable open-source solution for data management specific to the designed software system. Unlike SQL solutions, MongoDB does function as a traditional databases, but stores the data through JSON files, which are organized according to dynamic schemas. MongoDB has a number of advantages such as:

• stores data as JSON documents, facilitating communication through APIs between level 3 of the described software system architecture and adjacent levels;
• allows full indexing of data;
• offers the possibility of performing flexible queries on documents;
• perform data partitioning;
• offers features for back-up, restoration, replication and availability;
• it is widely used, with high quality documentation;
• it is designed to be installed and configured on a server, allowing uninterrupted access to data [21].

Although MongoDB is suitable as a technical component of the software system proposed, the development of custom the features and functionalities mentioned above may involve the work of an entire programming team. Therefore, at this stage we opted to use Watson Discovery. Watson Discovery service meets all the functional requirements discussed above.

Watson Discovery store the metadata about each document. Each document is associated with a JSON file that contains all the annotations. Annotated documents are stored in a database that can be queried using a specific language called Discovery Query Language. Figure 3 illustrates part of the response received when loading a document called Web Application Security. The document is available on the homepage of the Cybersecurity Analyzer web application.

As can be seen in the figure above, the confidence coefficient for this document is 0.641, approximately 3 decimal places.

6 Data presentation

In order to achieve the highest level of utility, it is proposed to develop a web application that will serve as an interface to the semantic indexing software system. Within it, users can search for current cybersecurity information. Simple or aggregate semantic queries can be performed by classes, entities, or relations, as well as syntactic searches by keywords. The interface returns the relevant paragraphs or documents.

The implementation of the software system...
proposed is useful from two perspectives:
(1) it facilitates information for people concerned with cybersecurity by integrating on a single platform large volumes of relevant data extracted from multiple sources;
(2) it allows users to perform semantic searches, not just syntactic ones. Usually, for documentation, security specialists seek information by keywords. Searching by type of entity and relations between entities can lead to more accurate results. Following such searches, the solution returns either only the relevant paragraph/paragraphs or the entire document. Below, there is a semantic search written in Discovery Query Language. The query searches for documents which include the text remote, but only when it is part of a token which belongs to the class Attacker, the entity FreeBSD, when belongs to the class Software, as well as the text buffer overflow when it belongs to the class Vulnerability.

The implementation of e-learning solutions could further diversify the types of users. With the cognitive text analysis model behind it, a system can be developed that automatically builds a series of lessons based on the requirements of each user.

7 Conclusion and future work
The dangers to cybersecurity are continually diversifying, and security specialists need to make constant efforts to be informed about the latest vulnerabilities, threats, types of attacks, software system protection solutions and so on. This paper proposes an automated system for semantic indexing of cybersecurity documents that can facilitate the access to information. The system components, techniques and technologies through which it can be implemented are described in detail. Up to this point, we implemented separately the most important components. In the future we want to implement all the components together, as a self-contained software system.

Our study can also be used as an example for developing semantic indexing solutions for other domains. The same technologies, architecture and components as those proposed above can be used. The main differences consist in the development of ontologies and ML based NLP models which have to be customized according to the characteristics of the chosen fields.
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